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Abstract
The cold dark matter of the Universe may be comprised of very light and very weakly
interacting particles, so-called WISPs. Two prominent examples are hidden photons and
axion-like particles. In this note we propose a new technique to sensitively search for this
type of dark matter with dish antennas. The technique is broadband and allows to explore
a whole range of masses in a single measurement.
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Introduction

One of the most important open questions in physics is the nature of dark matter. Among the
well-motivated candidates from particle physics are axions and other very weakly interacting
slim particles (WISPs) [1,2], e.g. axion-like particles (ALPs) or hidden photons (HPs). Recently,
it has been shown that, both for ALPs and HPs whose dominant interactions with the standard
model constituents arise from couplings to photons, a huge region in the parameter spaces
spanned by the coupling strength to photons and the ALP or HP mass can give rise to the
observed cold dark matter [3, 4]. The parameter regions in which this is a viable option are
shown as the red shaded areas in Figs. 1 and 3.
Due to their small mass and their prominent interaction with photons, ALPs and HPs require
entirely different detection methods than weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). While
WIMPs are searched for in scattering experiments, WISP hunts usually rely on the conversion
of WISPs to photons. Building on recent and current experiments [5–9], helioscopes [10,11] like
TSHIPS [12] or the proposed IAXO [13, 14] and light-shining-through-a-wall experiments [15,
16] like ALPS-II or REAPR can probe sizable parts of the relevant parameter space in the
foreseeable future. Those experiments use WISPs produced in the centre of the Sun or in the
laboratory, and therefore do not rely on WISPs being dark matter. Whilst this makes them
independent of the assumption that WISPs form all (or a sizable part of) dark matter, they
ignore a plausible copious source of WISPs and address only indirectly the issue of identifying
the nature of the dark matter.
Haloscopes [10] such as ADMX [17, 18] (or CARRACK II [19]) on the other hand are
direct dark matter searches exploiting microwave cavities1 . They achieve enormous sensitivity
by enhancing the conversion of WISPy dark matter into photons in a resonant cavity. The
drawback of this technique is that the cavity frequency has to be equal (within the bandwidth)
to the energy of the dark matter particles which is essentially given by their mass. Since
unfortunately the mass is not known a-priori2 , the operation of these experiments requires
a relatively slow scan over frequencies. WISPy dark matter is possible in a wide range of
masses [3]. Therefore, it is clearly advantageous to have a broadband experiment to scan fast
and easily as much parameter space as possible.
In this paper, we propose such a broadband search, using the electromagnetic radiation
emitted by conducting surfaces when excited by cold dark matter ALPs or HPs. The idea is
to focus this radiation into a detector by using a conveniently shaped surface, a spherical cap.
This way “dish antennas” coupled to a sensitive broadband receiver turn out to be excellent
dark matter detectors. We find that dish antennas can compensate the lack of a resonant
enhancement, used in haloscopes, by using a large surface area. For HPs where no magnetic
field is required for the conversion this is very easy to realize and large antennas even allow
to exceed the sensitivity of dark matter searches with resonant cavities. For the ALP case the
size is limited by the need to embed the whole dish into a magnetic field. Therefore, as we will
later see, in this case dish antennas are most advantageous to explore higher masses where the
1

Other proposals use optical cavities [20]. Finally, an alternative technique relying on the QCD axion coupling
to neutrons has recently been proposed in [21].
2
In some models the mass of an axion required to be most of the dark matter can be determined up to
uncertainties in the instantonic QCD potential. However, if the dominant fraction of axion dark matter arises
after inflation from the misalignment mechanism, the dark matter density is proportional to the (square of)
the misalignment angle which is determined by chance and can easily vary by an order of magnitude without
fine-tuning. This leads to uncertainties of a similar size in the axion mass.
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same enhancement requires a smaller area and cavity experiments loose sensitivity because of
the small volume of the cavity. In addition to this we stress that, given a suitable detector, dish
antenna searches require no scanning and the technique can be used in a large range of masses
from below µeV to beyond eV.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we characterize the radiation emitted by a
conducting surface when excited by cold dark matter HPs. ALPs are considered in Sec. 3.
In Sec. 4 we discuss effects of the environment, like magnetic field boundaries, shielding and
non-vacuum condition. We conclude in Sec. 5.

2

Dish antenna search for hidden photons

Hidden photons (X̃ µ with field strength X̃ µν ) interact with ordinary photons (Aµ with field
strength F µν ) via a so-called kinetic mixing [22],
m2γ 0
1
1
χ
L = − Fµν F µν − X̃µν X̃ µν − Fµν X̃ µν +
X̃µ X̃ µ + J µ Aµ ,
4
4
2
2

(2.1)

where χ is the dimensionless parameter quantifying the kinetic mixing and J µ is the ordinary
electromagnetic current. Typical values predicted in fundamental extensions of the Standard
Model for χ are in the range 10−12 − 10−3 [23].
The parameter range of interest for hidden photon dark matter can be inferred from Fig. 1.
It is quite broad in mass and thus a broadband search for its signature seems appropriate.
It is convenient to perform a shift X̃ µ → X µ −χAµ which eliminates the kinetic mixing term.
After this shift and dropping terms of order ∼ χ2 , when convenient3 , we have the Lagrangian,
m2γ 0
1
1
L = − Fµν F µν − Xµν X µν +
(Xµ X µ − 2χAµ X µ + χ2 Aµ Aµ ) + J µ Aµ .
4
4
2

(2.2)

Let us consider the equation of motion for plane waves with frequency ω and momentum k,
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0
A
χ
−χ
1 0
,
(2.3)
=
− m2γ 0
(ω 2 − k 2 )
0
X
−χ 1
0 1
where we have used that X 0 = A0 = 0 can be achieved with a suitable gauge choice. In this
basis the dark matter solution corresponds to the spatially constant mode4 k = 0, oscillating
with frequency ω = mγ 0 ,




A
−χ
= XDM
exp(−iωt).
(2.4)
1
X
DM
In the following we will consider two possibilities for the direction of the vector field XDM .
3

We will continue to do so in the following.
In our galaxy dark matter particles are expected to have a small velocity ∼ 10−3 . Accordingly we have
a momentum |k0 | ∼ 10−3 mγ 0 . However, for our consideration this is negligible in first approximation. Going
beyond this simple approximation, one finds that the momentum of the dark matter HPs parallel to the plane
adds to the momentum of the outgoing photon. This leads to small angular corrections to ordinary photon
emission from the surface. Given a detector with a sufficient spatial resolution this could be used to determine
directional information on the velocity distribution of dark matter.
4

3

(i) XDM is the same everywhere in space.
(ii) The hidden photons behave like a gas of particles with random directions, i.e. we have a
mixture of hidden photons “pointing” in random directions.
If we suppose that all the dark matter in the galactic halo, whose energy density is of order
ρCDM,halo ∼

0.3 GeV
,
cm3

(2.5)

is comprised of a hidden photon condensate, then the energy density in hidden photons is given
by
m2γ 0
0.3 GeV
ρHP =
.
(2.6)
h|XDM |2 i = ρCDM,halo ∼
2
cm3
The average is only relevant in the case (ii) where we treat the hidden photons as a gas. In case
(i) it is trivial.
A small fraction of the energy density is, however, also present in the form of a small
oscillating ordinary electric field (where the average is taken over a sufficiently large spatial
volume),
EDM = −∂0 A = χmγ 0 XDM .
(2.7)
Using Eq. (2.6) we find that this corresponds to an (oscillating) electric field of amplitude

 χ  ρ
p
p
CDM,halo
−9 V
2
h|EDM | i = χ 2ρCDM,halo ∼ 3.3 × 10
,
(2.8)
m 10−12
0.3 GeV/cm3
which oscillates with a frequency
mγ 0
f=
= 0.24 GHz
2π



mγ 0
µeV


.

(2.9)

To see how a dish antenna can be used for a WISP search let us first consider the effects of
an infinite plane mirror at x = 0. In particular let us look at the fields on the right hand side
of the plane. Far away from any boundaries the HP dark matter has the following visible and
hidden electric fields,




E(x, t)
−χ
= −mγ 0 XDM
exp(−iωt),
(2.10)
Ehid (x, t)
1
DM
where
ω = mγ 0 .

(2.11)

If we consider the plane to be a perfect mirror for the frequency of interest the boundary
condition for the ordinary electric field is
E|| (x = 0, y, t) = 0.

(2.12)

Here, the index || denotes the directions parallel to the plane.
Ordinary matter (like the mirror) can only affect the ordinary electric field. The boundary
condition on the plane is fulfilled on the right hand side of the plane by adding an outgoing
plane wave with the same frequency,




E
1
= EDM,|| exp(−i(ωt − xk))
(2.13)
Ehid out
χ
4
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Figure 1: The allowed parameter space for hidden photon cold dark matter (HP CDM) is shown
in red (for details see Ref. [3]). The regions in various colours are excluded by experiments and
astrophysical observations that do not require HP dark matter (for reviews see [1,2]). The lines
correspond to the sensitivity of a dish antenna (1 m2 ) search with a detector sensitive to 10−21 ,
10−23 and 10−25 W (green, from top to bottom) and 1, 0.01 and 10−4 photons per second (blue,
from top to bottom).
where
k = ω (1, 0, 0)T .

(2.14)

In other words we have an outgoing (almost) ordinary electromagnetic wave emitted perpendicular to the surface. This is of course to be expected from a microscopical point of view:
the electrons of the mirror’s surface oscillate under the tiny electric field of the HP emitting a
reflected electromagnetic wave of the same amplitude and opposite phase. Its polarization lies
within the surface plane and the magnitude is set by the dark matter density via,
q
p
h|EDM,|| |2 i = χ 2ρDM α

where

α=

 | cos(θ)| case (i)
q
.
2
case (ii)
3

(2.15)

Here θ is the angle between thep
HP field (for case (i) it points in the same direction everywhere)
and the plane. In case (ii) the 2/3 arises from the average over the random orientation of the
HPs.
On the x = 0 plane, the dark matter field together with the outgoing wave then fulfill the
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boundary condition for the electric field components parallel to the plane,







1
E
1
−χ
= EDM,||
exp(−i(ωt − kx)) +
exp(−iωt)
(2.16)
Ehid total,||
χ
1
χ
x=0
 
1
0
= EDM,||
.
χ 1
Evaluating the electric field at a finite distance from the plane we find
E(x, t)|| = EDM,|| exp(−iωt) (exp(ikx) − 1) ,

(2.17)

which obviously fulfills E|| (x = 0, t) = 0.
For our detection scheme the crucial bit is that we have an outgoing (mostly) ordinary electromagnetic wave with electric field amplitude EDM,|| = χmγ 0 XDM and direction perpendicular
to the plane. This suggests using a spherical mirror which focuses the waves in its centre. The
simplest and most practical case is when this mirror covers only a small part of the sphere and
this is the case we will look at in the following. For practical purposes this is nothing but a
dish antenna5 .
Let us now consider the situation where the wavelength of the outgoing wave is much smaller
than the radius of the dish antenna,
rdish  λ =

2π
2π
=
.
ω
mγ 0

(2.18)

In this case diffraction effects are negligible and we can use ray-optics as a good approximation.
In this approximation we can easily see the effect an arbitrary shaped mirror: all rays are
emitted perpendicular to the surface. It is then obvious that the best focussing occurs in the
centre of a spherical mirror. Our experimental proposal, outlined in Fig. 2, consists therefore
in using an spherical dish antenna with a broadband detector placed in its centre.
The power concentrated in the centre of such a mirror is then approximately
Pcenter ≈ Adish h|EDM,|| |2 i = hα2 idish χ2 ρCDM Adish ,

(2.19)

where Adish is the surface area of the mirror and the average is taken over the surface of the
dish. In this expression we have neglected the small electric field due to the dark matter HP
field in the center (that exists regardless of the mirror) because it is not focused and therefore
smaller.
Let us compare the power Pcentre to the power output of a resonant cavity experiment [3],
Presonant cavity = κχ2 mγ 0 ρCDM QVcavity G0 (α0 )2 .

(2.20)

Here Q is the quality factor of the cavity, Vcavity its volume and G0 is a geometrical factor which
0
encodes the overlap
pbetween the cavity mode and the dark matter field. Finally, α is | cos(θ)|
for model (i) and 1/3 for case (ii) [3]. Finally, κ is the coupling of the cavity mode to the
detector which, for good coupling, should not be too far away from 1.
5
Most dish antennas are not spherical, but parabolic. However, since they are usually very flat they can
be taken as approximately spherical. Violations of sphericity can be compensated by increasing the size of the
detector or by refocusing the signal.

6

Figure 2: Sketch of our WISPy cold dark matter experiment. Non relativistic HPs or ALPs
mixing with photons are converted into monochromatic photons (black) emitted from the surface
of an spherical dish antenna and focused in the centre, where a broadband detector is placed.
Photons emitted from other boundaries or from far away sources (red) are typically not focused
there.
Comparing Eqs. (2.19) with (2.20) we find that up to some geometrical factors QVcavity is
replaced by Adish /mγ 0 ∼ Adish λ. Having lost the ∼ Q ∼ 106 enhancement due to the resonance
we can attempt to compensate for this by using a large area of the dish antenna. In particular for
not too large wavelengths this becomes a very good option considering that the typical volume
of a cavity is of the order of ∼ λ3 ∼ 1/m3γ 0 . Using this we find that the lost quality factor can
be (more than) compensated6 by a large Adish /λ2 which plays the role of an “effective” Q,
2

4

Qeff ∼ Adish /λ ∼ 10



Adish
1 m2



λ
cm

2
.

(2.21)

How do we get the enhancement of the output power? Roughly speaking we have an effective
volume of ∼ Adish λ because we get conversion on a surface of size Adish and after a distance
∼ λ the hidden photon is basically converted.
We stress that the power is concentrated in the centre of the spherical dish and not in the
usual focus point which, for a spherical dish antenna (which covers only a small fraction of a
full sphere), lies halfway between the centre and the surface, cf. Fig. 2. Therefore, far-away
background sources, which will emit radiation that arrives at the dish as approximate plane
waves, will be concentrated in the focal point and do not get focused into the center detector.
Of course, to reduce avoidable background it is surely best to put the whole setup, dish and
detector in the centre in a shielding box7 . It should be stressed that although the experiment
performs a broadband search the signal from HP dark matter would be a very narrow peak
which should be easily distinguishable from background sources.
6

Note that it is in principle possible to construct cavities with not too small geometrical factors that have large
volumes at a fixed frequency [24]. One possibility is to have one or two sides large compared to the wavelength,
which also has other advantages, see [25]. However, going to extreme ratios is technically quite challenging.
7
Note that the shielding itself can get excited by the HP dark matter field and emit electromagnetic radiation
which can interfere with our measurements. We will briefly consider these effects in Sec. 4, but from what we
learned so far (this radiation will also be perpendicular to the box surface) we can already conclude that we can
arrange the geometry in such a way that interference is minimized.

7

For a first experiment one could take a standard dish antenna and simply move the receiver/detector from the focal point to twice the distance.
Finally an important (perhaps the most important) feature of this technique is that it is
broadband. Given a detector with a suitably low background and high enough sensitivity, we
can do a search for hidden photon over the whole frequency/mass range to which the detector
is sensitive without the need to adjust the experiment. This is in stark contrast to a cavity
experiment which achieves its Q factor enhanced sensitivity only in a tiny range ∼ ω/Q around
the resonance frequency and for which one has to slowly scan through the desired mass range.
Let us now estimate the sensitivity of such an experiment. In principle the concentration
mechanism is effective as long as diffraction is small, i.e. as long as the wavelength is much
smaller than the size of the dish antenna (this is also the limit when the ray-approximation is
reasonable). This limits us to masses


m
mγ 0 & few × 1 µeV
.
(2.22)
rdish
Aside from this the only limitations are:
• The dish should indeed provide a boundary condition of a vanishing electric field, i.e.
it has to be a good reflector. For radio frequencies this can be achieved by using metal
dishes. In the IR to near UV mirrors are obvious examples of reflective surfaces. Therefore
we can easily cover a wide range of masses with this technique.
• The surface of the dish has to be smooth and well focused to the centre at length scales of
the wavelength we want to probe, i.e. it can be taken as spherical to a good approximation.
• Thermal emission from the mirror provides a background for our measurement. In contrast
to our signal it has a broad spectrum. Thermal emission is highly suppressed by the high
reflectivity of the mirror and moreover it can be reduced by cooling the dish. Moreover,
thermal radiation is emitted isotropically and will not be focused on the detector. This
translates into a relative suppression with respect to the signal of the order of the detector
area divided by the dish area.
In the radio frequency regime very small powers can be detected. Powers as low as 10−26 W
seem feasible and 10−23 W are certainly possible. Using Eq. (2.19) this can easily be translated
into a sensitivity to the kinetic mixing parameter,
!

1 
 21 p
1 
3 2
2
2
2/3
P
0.3
GeV/cm
1
m
det
χsens = 4.5 × 10−14
.
(2.23)
10−23 W
ρCDM,halo
Adish
α
The corresponding limits for a 1 m2 dish are shown as the green lines in Fig. 1 for detectable
powers of Pdet = 10−21 , 10−23 and 10−25 W (from top to bottom).
We note that Pdet is the detectable power in presence of various backgrounds such as the
thermal background (see the third bullet point above), the detector noise and unshielded environmental backgrounds (e.g., sky brightness and ground noise). Reducing all those backgournds
to the required level is technically challenging but at least the two higher power levels are certainly feasible in the radio frequency regime. In particular, measurements in the 1–20 GHz
range of frequencies (1.5–30 cm wavelengths) would be least affected by the sky brightness
8

(dominated at these frequencies by the cosmic microwave background, with Tsky ≈ TCMB ). At
λ > 30 cm, the sky brightness increases ∝ λ2.8 [26], while at λ < 1.5 cm, the atmospheric H2 O
and O2 lines will result in Tsky > 100 K [27]. In both these regimes, shielding will become
important for providing Pdet < 10−23 W.
At higher frequencies it is often more sensible to think in terms of a detectable photon rate,
Rγ,det , instead of a detectable power,
χsens = 5.6 × 10−12



Rγ,det
1 photon/s

1 

1 
1
2
mγ 0  12 0.3 GeV/cm3 2 1 m2 2
eV
ρCDM,halo
Adish

!
p
2/3
. (2.24)
α

For a rate of one photon per 1, 100, and 104 s the corresponding sensitivities are shown as the
blue lines (from top to bottom) in Fig. 1. Of course, the blue and the green lines intersect when
the powers/photon counting rates are equal.
At higher frequencies, in particular in the optical regime, thermal backgrounds become
negligible and shielding is easier, here the main challenge is to have a sufficiently low dark
count rate of the detector.
We can clearly see from the plot that this technique could allow to explore huge areas in
the hidden photon parameter space.

3

Dish antenna search for axion-like particles

Axion-like particles (ALPs) are pseudo-scalar particles coupled to two photons,
gφγγ
1
1
1
L = − Fµν F µν + ∂µ φ∂ µ φ − m2φ φ2 −
φFµν F̃ µν ,
4
2
2
4

(3.1)

where F̃ is the dual field strength. The parameter space in the mass-coupling plane is shown
in Fig. 3 (for predictions from string theory see [28]). The region where ALPs can be dark
matter is shaded in red (the different densities correspond to different models described in [3]
the details of which are, however, not important for this note).
In presence of a magnetic background field B we have the linearized (in the photon field)
equations of motion,
 
 
  


0
−gφγγ |B|ω
A||
0
1 0
2
2
(ω − k )
+
=
.
(3.2)
2
−gφγγ |B|ω
mφ
0
0 1
φ
Here A|| denotes the components of the photon field which are parallel to the magnetic field.
The components A⊥ perpendicular to the magnetic field are unaffected by the ALPs.
Let us consider the same situation as before with a reflecting plane. In addition we now
have a magnetic field oriented parallel to the plane. One can now easily check that the solutions
to Eq. (3.2) have the same form as those for the hidden photon case with the replacement,
χ→

gφγγ |B|
.
mφ

(3.3)

In particular after implementing the boundary condition of a vanishing electric field on the
reflecting surface we have the same structure as in Eq. (2.16). In analogy to Eqs. (2.23) and
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Figure 3: The allowed parameter space for axion-like particle dark matter (ALP CDM) is shown
in various shades of red (for details see Ref. [3]). The various colored regions are excluded by
experiments and astrophysical observations that do not require HP dark matter (for reviews
see [1,2]). The lines correspond to the sensitivity of a dish antenna (1 m2 dish in a 5 T magnetic
field) with a detector sensitive to 10−21 , 10−23 and 10−25 W (green, from top to bottom) and
1, 0.01 and 10−4 photons per second (blue, from top to bottom).
(2.24) we therefore find,

gφγγ, sens

10−8

3.6 ×
=
GeV





q 5 T 
h|B|| |2 i



Pdet
10−23 W

1 

1 
1
2
mφ  0.3 GeV/cm3 2 1 m2 2
,
eV
ρDM,halo
Adish
(3.4)

and
gφγγ, sens

10−6

4.6 ×
=
GeV





q 5 T 
h|B|| |2 i



Rγ,det
1 Hz

1 

1 
1
2
mφ  32 0.3 GeV/cm3 2 1 m2 2
, (3.5)
eV
ρDM,halo
Adish

where h|B|| |2 i is the average value of the magnetic field squared parallel to the antenna dish.
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The sensitivities for a 1 m2 dish are shown in Fig. 3. Green lines are again for the same
values of fixed power and the blue lines are at fixed detectable photon rate. The region that can
be probed with such a setup is not quite as spectacular as in the hidden photon case. We note,
however, that already with modest means a nevertheless quite sizeable area of new parameter
space can be probed. In particular we can test masses mφ & few × 10−5 eV which are more
difficult to probe in experiments with resonant cavities. Moreover, we repeat that this can be
done without a time consuming scan through the mass range.

4

Non-ideal mirror and boundary effects

In this section we want to highlight a few points regarding the quality of the dish antenna and
the magnetic field required for our proposed experiments. As we will argue below, they are
typically not very relevant for the experiments we have exposed here, but can play a role at
very low frequencies or in setups with different geometries.

4.1

Boundary effects

Let us first consider the effects of the configuration of the magnetic field in the case of our
experiment looking for axion-like particles. We have assumed so far that the extent of the
magnetic field covers all the relevant volume of the antenna and receiver. On the other hand,
since the electromagnetic radiation comes from the surface of the antenna we might think that
it is sufficient to cover only a small sliver of thickness ∼ λ around it. In order to assess how
thick this slice has to be, let us consider the flat antenna case once more. However, this time
in a finite magnetic field region (extending from the mirror at x = 0 to x = LB ). We can
solve the mixed equations of motion from x = 0 to x = LB by using the boundary condition
E|| (x = 0) = 0 and match them with the solution outside of the magnetic field region, which is
trivial because there is no mixing. Alternatively, let us compute the solution in a different way,
which might provide the reader with additional physical insight. Inspired by the perturbative
approach used in [16, 29], we take the mixing between the photon and the ALP in a magnetic
field as an interaction that converts one into the other. The amplitude per unit length for
conversion is ig|B|| |/2. The conversion can happen into photons that move to the left or to the
right, but the latter will bounce back in the reflecting surface and interfere with the former, so
we should consider the interference. Of course, the two waves travel different distances so they
have a phase difference. Using a homogeneous ALP source φ = φ0 exp(−imφ t) we find that at
a distance x > LB from the mirror the electric field is
Z L

igB||
E(x, t)|| = mφ
dx0 φ
exp(imφ (D − x0 )) − exp(imφ (D + x0 ))
2
0
= φ0 g B|| exp(−imφ t) exp(imφ x)(1 − cos(mφ LB ))

(4.1)

(the minus sign in the second wave comes from the sign flip after the reflection in the mirror).
If we compare it with the ALPs version of Eq. (2.17),
√
2ρCDM
E(x, t)|| =
gB|| exp(−iωt) (exp(ikx) − 1) ,
(4.2)
mφ

11

with ω = mφ , k = ω(1, 0, 0)T , we see that the factor (eikx − 1) has lost its constant −1. In
our calculation of Sec. 2 we saw that this originates from the little electric field that the dark
matter ALP has in the background magnetic field. Therefore, in the region of no magnetic field
its absence is expected. Additionally, a new factor (1 − cos(mφ LB )) has appeared. This factor
disappears quickly as the magnetic length decreases below the ALP Compton wavelength 1/mφ
– we can interpret it as ALPs needing at least a wavelength inside the magnetic field to convert
into photons.
This picture allows us to understand qualitatively another aspect of the problem. One might
be puzzled by the fact that a non-relativistic ALP, even if it is at rest, can convert into a photon
with a momentum k = mφ ; where does the momentum come from? The obvious explanation
is that momentum is not conserved at a sharp boundary condition, and in this example we
have indeed two, the mirror and the sharp transition between the magnetic field region and the
vacuum. In order to demonstrate this, let us consider an idealized but more physical condition
in which the magnetic field drops smoothly from a value |B0 | to 0 in a length δ after LB . The
same Eq. (4.1) holds for a non-homogeneous |B(x)| which we will take as


x−L
|B(x < L)| = |B0 | ; |B(L < x < δ)| = |B0 | 1 −
; |B(x > δ)| = 0.
(4.3)
δ
The result is


sin ∆
E(x, t)|| = φ0 g B0,|| exp(−imφ t) exp(imφ x) 1 −
cos(mφ LB + ∆) ,
∆

(4.4)

where ∆ = mφ δ/2. If δ → 0 we recover the previous case of a sharp boundary, but as δ grows
large compared to 1/mφ the cos(mφ LB + ∆) factor gets suppressed. By considering the Fourier
transform of a step function we realise that it has indeed contributions from all momenta.
However as we soften it the distribution of momenta gets suppressed at length scales longer
than δ, the magnetic field boundary is not able to produce momentum for the photons and
drops out. In this limit we recover Eq. (4.2), except from the constant electric field included
in the ALP wave when it is inside of a magnetic field. A smooth boundary is like having no
boundary at all.
At the practical level, we have seen that if the magnetic field transition is smooth compared
with the wavelength of interest, we can neglect the effects of its boundary and Eq. (4.2) holds
(with the -1 if we are inside the magnetic field or without it if we are outside).
In the 3-D case the situation is more complicated but still we can get a simple picture.
Neglecting diffraction, the photons emitted by the magnetic field boundary are emitted perpendicularly to it. Then, if this is somewhat irregular, as we expect in a realistic experiment, they
will not interfere with the ones emitted by the mirror (the other boundary that emits photons)
and will not be focused in the same place8 .
In the hidden photon case, the shielding boundary plays a similar role to the boundary of
the magnetic field. The two important points are: 1) The shielding typically will not focus
the radiation generated by it in the same point (one can construct it that way). 2) Smoothly
absorbing surfaces behave like a smooth magnetic field transition in that they generate little or
no radiation.
8

In some frequency range it could be possible to use the interference between the two to get a factor 2
enhancement in the amplitude (4 in power) at the price of designing a suitably magnetic field configuration.
However, for slightly different frequencies we shall have negative interference instead. Since we have the goal of
proposing broadband experiments we shall not explore this possibility here.
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4.2

Effects of refraction and absorption

It is well known that matter effects can affect tremendously the mixing of photons with low
mass WISPs like hidden photons or ALPs. If the mixing angle is small, it gets modified as
2

χ →

χ2eff

=χ

m4γ 0

2

(m2γ 0 + 2ω 2 (n − 1))2 + µ2

(4.5)

where n = n(ω) is the index of refraction and µ2 ≈ max{χ2 m2γ 0 , ωΓ}. Here Γ = Γ(ω) is the
photon absorption coefficient in the medium. Depending on the sign and magnitude of n − 1
we can have enhanced or suppressed mixing9 .
Using ω = mγ 0 we see that the significant suppression10 of the mixing angle occurs only
if n − 1 is relatively large11 n − 1 & 0.5 or if the factor (mγ 0 /Γ(mγ 0 ))2  1, i.e. when the
absorption length is smaller than the Compton wavelength of the dark matter WISP.
In a realistic setup, we will typically have a residual non-ionized gas, like air, filling the
space between the mirror and the detector. At normal conditions air has n − 1 of order 10−4 ,
and correspondingly small attenuation lengths and it will not reduce the sensitivity at all.

5

Conclusions

In this letter we have described a new method for searching cold dark matter made out of axionlike particles or hidden photons. The setup uses that reflective surfaces effectively convert these
dark matter particles into electromagnetic radiation emitted perpendicular to the surface. Using
a spherical surface the emitted radiation is concentrated in the centre of the sphere where it
can be detected. The advantage over conventional resonant cavity searches is threefold. First
the emitted power is proportional to the area of the surface and therefore easy to scale up.
Second the setup is sensitive to a whole mass range in one measurement without the need to
scan. Third it provides sensitivity also at higher masses which are difficult to access in cavity
experiments.
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2
In a fully ionized plasma n − 1 = −ωP
/2ω 2 and the enhancement can be quite large (we speak of resonant
enhancement) for ωP2 ∼ mγ 0 which can have very spectacular consequences [3, 30]. Unfortunately, such a plasma
is not the ideal medium to perform a low background experiment.
10
Indeed an interesting way to understand the generation of radiation from the boundary is that radiation is
generated when there is an abrupt change in χeff . This occurs at the mirror but also at a sharp magnetic field
boundary where χeff goes from 0 to a finite value. In general we expect radiation from boundaries where the
complex index of refraction changes by an amount of order 1 in a wavelength ∼ 1/mφ .
11
Actually, the formula Eq. (4.5) is not accurate for such large values n − 1 but clearly conveys the qualitative
features.
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